Good Day, Bad Day

While reading
Pages 1–5
1  Put the underlined letters in the right place to make a word.
   a  Mike likes his new etpatnam  in Boston.
   b  Kerry is erwdiro  about Mike.
   c  Kerry and Mike go out on asaydrut  morning.
   d  Rosie is gnisti  at a table.
   e  Kerry sees Rosie sitfr.
   f  Rosie puts some cards on the table in nofrt  her.
   g  Mike asks Rosie about the helorpem.

2  Answer the questions.
   a  Who is Kerry visiting?  
   b  What do Mike and Kerry do on Saturday morning? 
   c  Who goes into the fortune teller’s house first? 
   d  Where is Rosie sitting? 
   e  What does Rosie put on the table? 
   f  What color is the bird?

Pages 8–13
3  Put a word on the left with a word on the right.
   always  father
   wrong  brother
   that  big
   quick  this
   little  never
   go  old
   sister  up
   boy  girl
   mother  come
   down  slow
   new  right

4  Underline the wrong word and put the right one.
   a  Kerry doesn’t believe the fortune teller’s warning.  
   b  Kerry and Mike see a big black cat.  
   c  A woman is washing a café window. 

5  Are these sentences right (√) or wrong (X)?
   a  Mike hears a noise behind him.  
   b  Sally’s friend is always very careful.  
   c  Sally smiles at Mike.  
   d  Mike asks Sally her family name.  
   e  The white bird is part two of Mike’s warning.  
   f  Mike doesn’t put his hot dog down.  
   g  The seagull flies away with the hot dog.  
   h  Mike can go to the movie with Sally.

6  Put the words in the right place to make sentences.
   a  woman Mike A after running is 
   b  at Mike’s Sally looks shirt 
   c  about bucket is water Sally of sorry the 
   d  back Sally walking the to is café 
   e  his down Mike putting dog is hot 
   f  eyes believe her Kerry can’t 
   g  Mike is day This a good for 

After reading
7  Answer the questions in your notebook.
   a  What do you do on the weekend?  
   b  What do you worry about?  
   c  What signs can you see in your classroom/school/street?  
   d  Do you play cards?  
   e  Do you have a cat, a dog, or a bird?  
   f  Where do you have to be careful?  
   g  When do you go to cafés?  
   h  Do you like hot dogs?  
   i  When do you watch movies?
Good Day, Bad Day

1 What is first in the book? Number the sentences 1–10.
   a ☐ Kerry asks Sally her family name.
   b ☐ The fortune teller gives Mike a warning.
   c ☐ Mike walks into a little boy and his toy falls.
   d ☐ A big yellow dog runs past Mike.
   e ☐ A seagull flies down and takes Mike's hot dog.
   f ☐ Kerry goes to Mike's apartment in Boston.
   g ☐ Sally runs down the street after Mike.
   h ☐ Kerry and Mike go into a fortune teller's house.
   i ☐ Kerry says, “That fortune teller is good.”
   j ☐ A bucket of water falls on Mike.

2 Finish the sentences with the right word.
   stop new hits across now near doesn't noise long gets
   a Mike …………… a new job.
   b There is a bus …………… near Mike's apartment.
   c Mike …………… believe in fortune tellers.
   d Rosie looks at the cards for a …………… time.
   e There is a black cat …………… Mike and Kerry.
   f Mike walks …………… the street with Kerry.
   g Mike wants some food …………….
   h The boy's toy …………… the road and breaks.
   i Sally is …………… in Boston.
   j Kerry hears a …………… suddenly.

3 Are these sentences right (✓) or wrong (✗)?
   a Kerry lives with Mike in Boston. ✓
   b Kerry believes in fortune tellers but Mike doesn't. ✗
   c Kerry goes into the fortune teller's house and Mike can't stop her. ✗
   d It isn't dark in the fortune teller's back room. ✓
   e Kerry doesn't ask Mike about the fortune teller. ✗
   f A man is washing the window of The Black Cat Café. ✗
   g There is a big, yellow dog in the street. ✗
   h The boy's toy breaks and his mother is very angry. ✓
   i Mike isn't worried about part three of the fortune teller's warning. ✗
   j It is a good day for Mike today. ✓

4 Circle the extra word in the sentences.
   a Mike is moves from his small town to Boston.
   b There is are a bus stop near Mike's apartment.
   c Rosie is sit sitting at a table in a small room.
   d Kerry comes back with a the big smile on her face.
   e Fortune tellers sometimes are always wrong.
   f Mike isn't doesn't worried about the little black cat.
   g Mike wants some any food now.
   h Kerry is are looking at the boy's old toy.
   i Sally is very sorry about for the bucket of water.
   j Mike finishes at his hot dog.

5 Put the right answers with the questions.
   a …….. What is Mike's problem?
   b …….. What does it say on the sign in the window?
   c …….. What does Rosie look at for a long time?
   d …….. Where does the water from the bucket fall?
   e …….. Does the dog stop?
   f …….. Why does Mike walk into the little boy?
   g …….. What is the boy's toy?
   h …….. Who is working in Sally's café today?
   i …….. What does the seagull do?
   j …….. What can Mike do this evening?

   1) On Mike.
   2) Her friend.
   3) A little yellow dog.
   4) He doesn't meet many new people in Boston.
   5) It flies down and takes Mike's hot dog away.
   6) No, it doesn't.
   7) Some cards.
   8) Because he is looking at his sister and he doesn't see him.
   9) He can go to a movie with Sally.
   10) Visit Rosie the fortune teller.